
SAIT CORPOR ATE TR AINING SOLUTIONS

Navigating the 
changing  

world of work.





The Partner You Want. The Solutions You Need. 
At the heart of every successful business are skilled, engaged and productive employees — and as we transform into 
a digital economy, people will remain the single most important asset of any organization.

More than ever before, employers are investing in upskilling and reskilling their workforces to keep pace with rapid 
technological advancements, while simultaneously preparing leaders at all levels with the essential skills required to 
effectively navigate the ever-evolving world of work.

For more than 100 years, SAIT has excelled at meeting the needs of our partners. As a leading provider of Corporate 
and International Training Solutions, we’ll work collaboratively with you to close skill gaps and help your organization 
gain a competitive edge in an age of disruption — for today and the future.

SOLUTIONS



Investing in talent development solutions  
pays big dividends. 
When you invest in employee learning and development, you get a workforce motivated to exceed 
expectations — and the relevant skills to deliver results.  

  
INVESTMENT



CUSTOM-TAILORED

Companies — locally, nationally and internationally 
— choose SAIT because we take the time to  
intimately understand your business objectives, 
operations, values and culture. 

We are committed to delivering the 
highest quality of training to meet the 

unique needs of your organization.



9
SCHOOLS IN  

KEY INDUSTRY SECTORS

Our partnerships are essential to what we do. 
We partner with academic institutions, companies, Indigenous communities and governments around the globe  
to build job-ready, local workforces. 

11,000 
INDUSTRY  
PARTNERS

TRAINING PROVIDED  
TO MORE THAN  

200 

ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE  
EACH YEAR

30+
YEARS DELIVERING  

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT  
SOLUTIONS

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

SCHOOL FOR ADVANCED DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOL OF CONSTRUCTION

SCHOOL OF HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY

SCHOOL OF MANUFACTURING AND AUTOMATION

SCHOOL OF HOSPITATLITY AND TOURISM

SCHOOL OF TRANSPORTATION

MACPHAIL SCHOOL OF ENERGY

PARTNERSHIPS



We provide the gold standard in training 
with our sophisticated equipment and 

infrastructure, an extensive selection of 
professional and technical programs, industry 

expertise and world-class service culture.

EXCELLENCE



The need to embrace technology has 
accelerated.  A significant proportion of our 

workforce will need to reskill to keep pace 
with the changing digital technologies.  

We can help your business develop and 
sustain a culture of innovation.

The SAIT School for Advanced Digital 
Technology is our boldest transformation to 

date – a new tech-driven training hub that 
acts as a catalyst for industry, technology 

and education. We train future-proof skills 
for the workforce of today and tomorrow.DIGITAL



Effective leaders are indispensable 
to successful organizations. We 
employ industry experts who use 
immersive and engaging learning 
experiences focused on cultivating 
emotionally intelligent leaders. 
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LEADERSHIP



With more than 100 business courses and 
customized group training options, we’ll 
help develop a resilient workforce equipped 
with the soft skills required to navigate 
the changing world of work, including 
creativity, persuasion, collaboration and 
time management.
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ESSENTIAL 
SKILLS 



We provide blended learning and talent 
development solutions anytime, anywhere. 

FLEXIBILITY



In partnership with government and 
service agencies, we are helping 
new Canadians overcome obstacles 
to meaningful employment — and 
are doing so in a timely and efficient 
manner to meet employer needs.
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WORK 
TRANSITION



We are committed to serving the needs of  
our Indigenous peoples by developing hands-on  
training programs for delivery on campus or 
within the community. 
In partnership with our Indigenous clients, we work together to develop learning outcomes and objectives for 
each training initiative, incorporate important community-specific culture and tradition, and employ the right 
instructors who have experience working with Indigenous learners.

INDIGENOUS 
TRAINING



  

We reduce time to competency with effective skills-based 
training for immediate on-the-job application. 

RESULTS



WestJet gets the jet-set experience
When WestJet airlines prepared to unveil its 
new luxury Dreamliner service to the world, 
the traditionally casual Canadian company 
needed to heighten its level of sophistication 
without compromising the sincerity that’s 
synonymous with its brand. A different service 
model demanded a different approach — and 
so WestJet turned to SAIT.

“We really wanted to go outside of the airline 
industry in terms of developing our service 
standards,” said Louis Saint-Cyr, WestJet’s 
Vice President of Guest Experience. “We 
needed to trigger our people emotionally to 
see that, ‘Wow, something’s different here 
and we have to be different as an airline.’”

SAIT provided that wow-factor along  
with the refined expertise the company  
had envisioned.

The custom five-day training program 
immersed participants in the experience  
of world-class service delivery, helping  
them understand what it looks like, how  
it feels and how to bring that feeling to  
life for their guests.

“SAIT is the best in Canada and has a 
worldwide reputation,” said Saint-Cyr. 

“WestJet wants to be the best in Canada.  
Why not team up with somebody who’s 
already there!”



Timely tech training 
As capacity for workers in traditional sectors 
contracts in the new digital economy, the 
demand for workers in the realm of emerging 
technologies continues to grow.  When Alberta 
Labour sought a vendor to retrain professionals 
in tech-savvy roles, Manpower saw an 
opportunity to partner with SAIT to help fill the 
emergent skills gap.

“Manpower understands what the labour market 
requires,” said Heidi Brandley, Manpower’s 
Director of Workforce Development. “But SAIT 
is the expert in training of occupational skills.”

Manpower tasked SAIT’s Corporate and 
International Training Solutions group to  
identify a targeted program and an effective 
approach for delivery. SAIT then built out  
an 18-week technical program focused on  
network and software development.

The program received in excess of 500 
applications for the 160 seats available. 

“Technology is shifting and changing so  
rapidly that it is impacting everyone,” said 
Brandley. “It’s in high demand across  
all sectors.”

Once students complete training, they go 
straight from the classroom to an  
eight-week job placement opportunity  
arranged by Manpower.

Completion of this program will go a long  
way toward opening doors.



Pre-employment training
Eden Valley First Nations is nestled in the 
foothills of southern Alberta. It’s an incredibly 
stunning — and remote —  location. Without  
the practical trappings of a driver’s licence or  
alternate transportation, many of the Nation’s 
young people have no access to formal job 
training or employment opportunities. 

As the manager of Service Canada’s 
Indigenous Skills and Employment Training 
program for Eden Valley First Nations,  
Debbie Dixon approached SAIT’s Corporate 
and International Training Solutions 
department to bring pre-employment type 
training to Eden Valley.

In response, SAIT tailored a 14-week on-site 
Home Renovation program that introduced 
eager participants to the trades of carpentry, 
electrical and plumbing; all practical in-
demand skill sets within the community.

A SAIT instructor provided hands-on 
instruction in pre-trade fundamentals  
like taking accurate measurements and  
the safe use of power tools. The students 
then practiced their newfound skills on a 
variety of community projects alongside  
a real-life contractor.

“It was awesome,” said Dixon. “There’s so 
much pride with what they accomplished.”

“Not everything we teach is about the 
technical hands-on skills,” said Lauren Bishop, 
Indigenous Client Development Manager 
within SAIT’s Corporate and International 
Training Solutions department. “In giving 
students the opportunity to learn through 
these types of programs, we’ve definitely 
built some confidence and created hope.” 

The 14 youth who completed the program 
now have a practical foundation for success.



We can help your  
organization succeed.  
Contact our Corporate  
and International  
Training Solutions.

Tel: 403.210.5757  
Toll-Free: 1.866.884.7117 
corporate.training@sait.ca 
sait.ca/corporatetraining 



For more information, please contact 
SAIT Corporate Training Soutions
E: corporate.training@sait.ca


